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Introduction



Our Client

● Non-profit organization in Seattle

● Building sustainable agriculture

● Encouraging more people to eat healthy food and live sustainably

Seattle Tilth Alliance

Service/Product

● Classes & Events

● Useful Information

● Tools

● Good Food



Problems with Current Website

● Densely packed with too much information

● Confusing site structure

● Users are not able to find information that they are 

looking for

● Important information will never be found



GOAL

● Build a clean and logical site structure and make the website more informative.

● Increase the number of users who take a primary action (E.g, registering 

classes/events, becoming a member, etc)



Design Process and 
Research Overview



UCD 
Process

UCD= User Centered Design Process
 
We focuses on usability goals, user characteristics, 
environment, tasks, and workflow in the design of an 
interface.

All the user researches were conducted based on 
the UDC Process
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User Research Overview

● Competitive Analysis
○ Ideas for how similar sites are designed and function

● Contextual Interviews
○ User wants and needs and how to meet them

● Baseline Testing
○ Established where there are difficulties with the current site

● Card Sorting
○ Established information architecture for navigation

● Paper Prototype and Comparative Testing
○ Evaluated strengths and weaknesses in initial redesign



Competitive Analysis
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Competitive Analysis
Identifying our web competitors and evaluating their strategies to determine 
their strengths and weaknesses relative to those of our client’s product or 
service. 

Goals

● Evaluate what competitors offer and identify design patterns and trends

● Identify visual and interaction opportunities and best practice



21 Acres Seattle Farm School

Competitors



21 Acres Seattle Farm School

Navigation Design

Both competitor put “Classes” as 
a first item on the navigation



21 Acres

Seattle Farm School

Site Structure

Keep the navigation 
simple without drop down 
feature

Organizing a site structure 
by using a drop down 
navigation



21 Acres Seattle Farm School

Call To Action

This CTA button will encourage 
user to take a classes

By putting a list of featured 
classes on Home page, users will 
be aware of that they are offering 
a classes



Class Page Design

21 Acres

 
1

2 1. “Search By” feature

2. Calendar View

Seattle Farm School

1

1. Big image and title



Contextual Interviews
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Contextual Interview
Watch and listen as the user works. To understand what a user is doing or 
thinking, ask questions as the user navigates the site. The results are 
usually qualitative, observed data, rather than quantitative, measured data.

We conducted an interview with 6 participants

Goals

● Identify what users need and want from the organization and the site

● Understand the environment where users are working with the site

● Identify any issue that users are facing



Expectations and Preferences

● What sort of impression do you get about the 
Seattle Tilth Alliance from their site?

● What kind of information do you look for?
● What do you consider most when deciding 

which classes or events to attend?
● What do you find difficult about the process of 

signing up for a class?
● Are there any outside resources you utilize in 

conjunction with this site?

● Are there any bad experiences or problem 
when signing up for classes or events you 
could tell me about?

Experience and Use

● How do you usually find these kinds of 
classes and events?

● How often do you participate in these kinds of 
classes and events?

● How would you describe your experiences 
taking classes with other similar groups?

● On what devices would you typically access a 
site like this?

Question Example



Findings

● Main purpose of visiting site is finding a new class, 
event, or volunteer 

● They consider a type of class, schedule, and price the 
most when looking for a class and event

● Most of the interviewees had a hard time to find the 
classes that they are interested in

● Most of the interviewees use laptop or desktop, some 
of them use mobile

● Reading too much text is not happy



Baseline Testing
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Baseline Testing

Evaluating a product or service by testing it with representative 
users to identify any usability problems, collect qualitative and 
quantitative data, and determine the participant’s satisfaction with 
the product.

Conducted baseline testing with 6 participants

Goals

Conducted in order to establish an initial benchmark to 
measure user satisfaction.



Scenario and Tasks Example

Scenario 
You have an interest in goats and have heard that it is 
possible to raise goats as pets in the city. You are 
interested in learning more.

Task 1
Find information on learning how to care for goats.

Task 2
Sign up to learn how to care for your own goats. (Do not 
submit the completed form.)

Scenario 
You are a proponent of organic, local produce. You love 
knowing how and where the food you eat is grown.

Task 1

Find out if the Tilth Alliance is partnered with a farm that 
produces jams.

Task 2

You have limited financial resources and receive 
government benefits. You wish to know if they have a 
program for affordable organic produce.



Successes and Failures Per Task



Number of Click and Time Track



Severity and Scope



Most of participants took pretty much long time take their 
first click for any task.

The reasons could be following:
● They have 2 navigations and both have some similar 

items such as “Learn” and “Class for Adults” which 
causes users’ confusion

● Naming for the items in navigation is ambiguous to 
guess what’s in the page 

Severity: HIGH Scope: HIGH



While all the participants clicked on “Learn” in the main 
navigation bar when trying to find a class on raising goats, 
which is a part of the correct path to reaching it, most 
participants still failed to reach the class page. The class 
pages are nested too deeply under the "Learn" page. 

Severity: HIGH Scope: HIGH



Participants had difficulty finding the page for the goat 
class. Some attempted to utilize the search bar, which 
led to high levels of frustration due to the unoptimized 
search engine not providing any relevant information. 

Severity: HIGH Scope: LOW

First Search Results



No participant successfully completed scenario 3, 
task 2 even though most of them only made four 
total clicks. 

Participants had to spend a significant amount of 
time reading large bodies of text in order to identify 
whether or not they were even on the right page, 
lowering their ability to successfully complete the 
task on time.
Severity: HIGH Scope: HIGH



Card Sorting
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Card Sorting
A method used to help design or evaluate the information 
architecture of a website.

Goals

Establish a logical site structure and page layout

Tools: OptimalSort

We conducted card sorting test with 25 participants 



Categories for Cart Sorting



● Some participants found there to be 
significant overlap between the "Our 
Community" and "Resources" categories.

● "Earth," "Garden," "Market," and "Cooking & 
Nutrition" are ambiguous pages that require 
better naming or more clarification

● We should rename “Our Community” to 
“Partnership”. “Partnership” should go under 
“About Us” and no longer a part of the main 
navigation

Analyze the results



Ideas for New Navigation

Home

Classes & 
Events

About Us Get Involved Resources Contact

* Still need to consider adding drop down menu



Paper Prototype
And Comparative Testing
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Comparative Paper Prototype
Paper Prototypes involve creating rough drawings of an interface that help designers 
collect feedback on their preliminary design layout and general interaction elements.

Comparative Testing is the creation of multiple alternative designs at the same time in 
order to subject them to user testing and choose the best design or come up with a single 
merged design.

Goals

Collect feedback on initial design and identify strengths and weaknesses.





AB Testing for Classes/Events Page

Version A



AB Testing for Classes/Events Page

Version B



Pros

● 50 % of participants prefer version A

● Very clear to see all the categories 

● Users don’t need to click to see what categories 
they have

Cons

● Need to scroll down to find out the calendar view

● No choice of “search by” feature

AB Testing Feedback: Version A



AB Testing Feedback: Version B

Pros

● 50 % of participants prefer version B

● No Need to scroll down to see calendar view 

● No need to load a page to see class details

Cons

● The page without picture are not visually appealing

● Need one more click to see the categories



Wireframe



Low Fidelity
Wireframe



Visual Design



Visual Design 
Overview



Home Page

2. Add more featured contents

Such as featured classes, Farm 
Guide, Blog article

Original Site

1. Simplify the navigation

Final Visual Design



Classes/Events Page

Original Site

Final Visual Design

Too much text

Reduce the text to make 
it simple and clean

Be able to switch 
between category view 
and calendar view

Added “searched by 
category and location” 
feature

Very clean category view



Classes/Events Page Design Detail

Hoverable category picture to 
see more description

Give users more options to 
search classes by category and 
location



Classes/Events Page Calendar View

Original Site

No need to load a page to 
switch page from 
category view

Class detail
Also no need to load page



Thank you:)


